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Rise of Uber costing MTA dearly 
By Danielle Furfaro 

August 26, 2015 

The surge in Uber ridership has cost the MTA $1 million — since only metered cabs collect the 

agency-dedicated 50 cent surcharge, according to a new study. 

The MTA’s cut fell from $88 million in 2011 to $87 million in 2015, according to the Citizen Budget 

Commission, which released the study on Wednesday morning. 

The organization recommended that the state direct taxes collected from Uber and other for-hire 

cars specifically to the MTA to cover the agency’s shortfall. 

“Closing the funding gap in the MTA’s next capital plan is vital to the economic prosperity of the 

region, and rethinking how we regulate the increasingly dynamic services within the purview of the 

Taxi and Limousine Commission could be part of the solution,” said CBC President Carol Kellermann. 

The Citizen Budget Commission offered three possible cures to the MTA and taxes shortfall. 

The first suggestion would be to apply the 50 cent surcharge to all for-hire cars, raising up to an 

additional $55 million by 2019. 

The second suggestion is to charge for-hire cars a flat tax dedicated to the MTA. And the third is to 

lower the tax rate paid by for-hire riders to 5.75 percent and dedicate that solely to the MTA. 

The study comes at a time when Mayor de Blasio and Uber have switched the focus of its public 

feud to taxes. Last week, the mayor accused the car service behemoth of not contributing its fair 

share. 

“Anyone who has a for-hire vehicle should be paying the appropriate taxes because we have to 

provide all of the things that make their work possible, the roads and we also have to support the 

MTA,” said deBlasio. 

Uber countered that its riders pay the same sales tax rate as collected by most other businesses and 

actually collects far more than yellow and green cabs, which don’t collect sales tax and instead 

collect a 50 cent flat fee per ride. Uber said it has no say where those taxes are used. 

“If the government wants all transportation sales tax to go to the MTA, they are free to do that,” said 

Josh Mohrer, general manager of Uber NYC. 

The MTA tightened its belt last month and trimmed more than $2 billion from its five-year capital 

plans to drop it from more than $29 billion to $26.8 billion. Gov. Cuomo agreed to give the agency 

$8.3 billion to put towards the budget, but the agency is still facing a shortfall of $3.2 billion. Mayor 
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de Blasio has said that city residents already pay more than their share to the MTA and the 

additional funds would be too much of a burden to the city. 

The MTA declined to comment on the report. 


